Year 6 Weekly News Round-up
Important information:
PE is every Tuesday and children
should come dressed in their PE Kit:
black trouser and a white top.
If you would like your child to walk
home alone, please give permission
to the office.
Children are welcome to bring in
healthy snacks for break time.

Please bring sign your child’s
permission slip for Saturday School
and return to the office.
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pride and admiration that we have to congratulate our
Year 6 students–forJoyce
their hard work, effort and achievements this week! They are really
showing that they have earnt their places at the top of our school with their dedication
and amazing attitude towards learning. They have begun working in groups this week –
working with different expert teachers across Year 6. All of the Year 6 team have noticed
that their learning behaviors are exemplary and Miss Dawn has commented that they are
the most calm and well behaved cohort that we have had at the top of our school! Keep
up the good work!
This week we have begun writing our character descriptions of The Witches in Macbeth
with children using a range of literary devices to bring their gruesome descriptions to
life! We have rounded decimals in Maths with children pushing themselves in every
lesson. It is lovely hearing them asking for harder challenges and thoughtfully discussing
reasoning problems with their learning partners.
Across the rest of the curriculum, they have practiced their sketching in art
(concentrating on depicting realistic portraits), explored reflection in Science and
thought of challenging questions to explore in History. We are incredibly proud of them
this week and hope that they have a restful weekend.

Quote of the week: “Believe you can and you're halfway there.”

Year 6 – Reflections
Year 6 would like to share some pieces of work which
made them proud this week…

I am incredibly
proud of the
timeline that I
created in History
which shows all
the important
parts of WW2!

I have been working
hard to challenge
myself in my new
Maths group!

I am so proud of my hard work
in maths. I worked with a
partner to challenge myself!
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